MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 24
Series of 1994

TO : ALL CONCERNED

SUBJECT : Exemption to the Minimum Age Requirement for Female Household Workers Bound for Japan

Pursuant to Governing Board Resolution No. 02, Series of 1994 prescribing twenty-five (25) years as the minimum age for female household workers, exemption is hereby granted to workers bound for Japan since the country meets the following conditions prescribed by the Resolution for such exemption and provided however that the female household workers to be deployed must not be less than eighteen (18) years old:

1. the employment terms and conditions of household workers are superior to Philippine minimum standards

2. protection for the workers is assured by legislation

3. adequate protective mechanisms for the workers are in place

For immediate compliance.

FELICISIMO Q. JOSDN, JR.
Administrator

15 April 1994